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MoCoHub and PTC Era launch mobile multiplayer service based on 
Terraplay solution. 
 
Stockholm February 7, 2006. The leading Polish content provider company 
MoCoHub, along with Polish mobile operator PTC Era have launched the first 
mobile multiplayer games service in Poland, based on Terraplay’s gaming 
solution. 
 
MoCoHub, the leading mobile content provider in Poland, is adding multiplayer 
mobile games based on Terraplay’s connected gaming solution to their broad 
portfolio of mobile content. MoCoHub has a network of international game service 
providers and publishers. The first customer to offer multiplayer mobile service 
portal to their users with games from the MoCoHub’s games portal is Poland’s 
largest operator PTC Era, with more than 10 million subscribers. The number of 
games offered through the portal still enlarges and more games will be added 
shortly. 
  
Terraplay is providing MoCoHub with a complete connected gaming solution that 
includes carrier-class networking for all types of multiplayer games, flexible games 
lobby and gaming community solution, operational support and management tools, 
easy-to-use SDK and developers support helpdesk, and multiplayer gaming 
expertise.  
 
“To offer multiplayer mobile games is completely in line with our vision to become 
the leading content hub in Poland. We strongly believe that this kind of mobile 
entertainment provided by Terraplay is one of the most attractive and highly 
demanded content available on the market today. Community based gaming and 
real time applications require a reliable and effective solution and that is exactly 
what Terraplay provides”, says Piotr Gruszecki at MoCoHub. 
 
“We are excited to provide the leading content hub and the largest operator in 
Poland with the ability to launch community based games and rich real-time 
interactive multiplayer games to their portfolio of mobile entertainment. This is 
also great news for all the developers that are supporting our technology since it 
further increases the demand for their connected games,” says Sven Hålling CEO 
of Terraplay. 
 
MoCoHub and PTC Era launched their multiplayer games services on January 24th 

2006. 
 
 
 



About MoCoHub 
MoCoHub was established in mid 2003, and since then developed its position as a mobile content hub on Polish market. The 
company’s strategy is focus on B2B operations, delivering content with well known brands, as well as powered by cutting 
edge technology. MoCoHub customers on the polish market are mobile operators, TV stations, entertainment portals, 
publishers, and others. More information can be found on www.mocohub.com. 
 
For more information please contact: 
Piotr Gruszecki, CEO, MoCoHub 
Email: piotr.gruszecki@mocohub.com 
Phone: +48 12 424 02 22 
 
About Terraplay 
Terraplay operates a global gaming network. Our services enable game publishers, network operators and service providers 
to deliver revenue-generating connected gaming services to large communities across all channels. We offer a complete 
solution for mobile connected gaming on all platforms, including a powerful lobby with strong community tools for all types 
of games, multiplayer connectivity for simple turn-based games through to fast-paced real-time 3D games, in-game micro 
billing, and asset download. For more information on please visit www.terraplay.com. 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Sven Hålling, CEO, Terraplay   
Email: sven.halling@terraplay.com 
Phone: +46 705 82 53 23 
 
 

 
 
 


